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Little Evidence for Fast Mapping in Adults with Developmental 
Amnesia: A Commentary on Cooper, Greve & Henson 
Cooper, Greve, & Henson (2018) conclude that hippocampal-independent 
learning, as operationalised by "fast mapping" (FM), is unlikely to facilitate 
learning in adults. We provide evidence from patients with Developmental 
Amnesia (DA), who acquire language and semantic knowledge despite early 
hippocampal pathology. We administered an FM paradigm to three patients with 
DA and controls. Patients showed no benefit of FM compared to explicit 
encoding. These data support the conclusion that FM is unlikely to facilitate 
learning in amnesia, regardless of age at onset. Hippocampal-independent 
learning may be possible in adults with DA, but such learning requires a 
prolonged consolidation period.
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Cooper, Greve, & Henson (2018) review the evidence that the Fast Mapping (FM) 
paradigm supports vocabulary learning in adults with amnesia resulting from 
hippocampal injury (Sharon, Moscovitch, & Gilboa, 2011). Unfortunately, the FM 
paradigm has not had consistent success in enabling patients with acquired hippocampal
damage to compensate for their memory loss.  We will contribute to this critical review 
with unpublished data from patients with Developmental Amnesia (DA). 
Developmental amnesia results from hypoxia-induced hippocampal injury sustained 
early in life, often during the neonatal period. Importantly, the bilateral hippocampal 
injury occurs before any memory or language ability has developed.  Notwithstanding 
this injury, patients with DA develop age-appropriate speech, language, and motor 
function.  When formally assessed in childhood or adulthood, they show good 
intellectual abilities, working memory, language and semantic knowledge.  Against this 
remarkable set of cognitive abilities, an episodic memory deficit emerges during middle
childhood.  This impairment gains in negative impact with increasing age and 
expectations, compromising recall of events, and “autonoetic awareness” of a personal 
history. While the episodic memory deficit may be related to bilateral hippocampal 
injury, the effortless development of semantic knowledge and language may be 
attributed to an alternative cortical learning system working in tandem with the 
heightened plasticity that is available to the immature brain. 
Although this alternative cortical system is highly effective in retrieving consolidated 
post-morbid semantic knowledge, it is not clear how rapidly it accrues new information 
that is available to recall. Indeed, when new semantic information is taught in a 
laboratory setting to patients with DA, performance is severely diminished in relation to
controls (Baddeley, Vargha-Khadem, & Mishkin, 2001; Gardiner, Brandt, Baddeley, 
Vargha-Khadem, & Mishkin, 2008). In a recent review (Elward & Vargha-Khadem, 
2018), we suggested that new information is typically stored in two memory traces; a 
semantic memory trace in the cortex which is nascent and insufficient to support 
accurate recall of novel information, and an episodic memory trace of the learning event
which is supported by the hippocampus. Over time, the semantic memory will mature 
via consolidation. Patients with DA cannot rely on episodic memory to support 
performance over the shorter delays employed in the laboratory setting. 
Nonetheless, given that patients with DA do acquire general knowledge via the putative 
direct cortical route, it follows that encoding strategies that lean on cortical structures 
(e.g. FM) could conceivably facilitate this learning process. Therefore, these patients 
might be best placed to benefit from a cortical learning strategy. To test this hypothesis, 
we used a FM protocol identical to that used by (Smith, Urgolites, Hopkins, & Squire 
(2014, Experiment 2).  The data (Fig 1) fit with the pattern described by Cooper et al. 
(2018). Controls show better performance in explicit encoding (EE) than in FM 
conditions.  Patients with DA show no benefit of FM compared to EE. Indeed, patients 
showed better recognition performance after EE than FM.  The published literature and 
the data presented here indicate that patients with DA do not rapidly acquire new 
semantic information that is available to recall via FM. 
Given that patients with DA present with such impressive semantic knowledge, how do 
these patients acquire such representations? One possibility is that simple recognition 
may support hippocampal-independent learning. Like FM, item recognition via 
familiarity can be achieved without support from the hippocampus. Recognition 
performance is relatively preserved in DA, even before consolidation has occurred 
(Patai et al., 2015); however, the familiarity signal is not sufficient to support recall.  
Therefore, a period of consolidation may be required for cortical learning (e.g. via 
familiarity) to mature into an integrated semantic memory representation in DA.
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Figure 1. Fast Mapping Performance in patients with DA (N=3, mean age = 30 years) 
and Controls (N=5, mean age = 21 years). All patients are described in Dzieciol et al., 
2017. Controls were recruited through UCL and provided informed consent to 
participate as approved by the Hampstead NHS Research Ethics Committee, London, 
UK.
